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Operational Centers

Focus on improved skill scores.

Great improvement of the last 
decades, but very minor role of 
cloud microphysics. 

Microphysics is important for:

- Amount of cloud ice and liquid 
matters for radiation.

- Below ∆x of 20 km microphysics 
matters a lot for precipitation 
patterns, orographic precipitation 
amounts etc.
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Research community

Focus on identifying and 
understanding sensitivities.

Since the late 70s focus on 
idealized isolated convective 
storms or squall lines. 

Microphysics is important for:

- Precipitation efficiency.

- Intensity, structure and propagation 
speed of convective systems.
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FIG. 9. Ground-accumulated rain and hail/graupel over 2 h for 12 of the cases. Cases are stratified by vertical wind shear and by microphysical parameterization as described in Table 3.
(a)–(f ) Us � 30 m s�1, and (g)–(l) Us � 50 m s�1. Rain contours (isohyets) shown are 0.1, 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm. Light gray, medium gray, dark gray, and white shading is shown
for hail/graupel depths greater than 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 mm, respectively. RD refers to the maximum rain depth (mm) experienced over the area at a point, and RM refers to the total mass
of rain fallen over the area (Tg). HD and HM have similar definitions for hail/graupel. The � (filled circle) in each figure marks the location of the maximum hail/graupel (rain) accumulation.
The N2�9, N5�4, and N7�4 cases are omitted for the sake of brevity.

Sensitivity of supercell case to intercept parameter and 
graupel/hail density. Precipitation differs by a factor of 4 
(Gilmore et al 2004).



R2O challenge

Two communities with quite different experience, tradition and goals:

- Researchers like to emphasize the sensitivities and pick special situations to prove 
their point. Focus on small scales and microphysics in isolation.

- Operational centers look at the bigger picture and customer needs. Each model 
component competes for the limited computational resources. Resolution usually 
wins over expensive physics. 
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Diagnostic vs prognostic schemes

Most global models have been using diagnostic scheme that apply column-equilibrium:

This is appropriate in large-scale models with ∆x > 40 km. For higher resolution one 
needs prognostic precipitation. First for snow, because it falls slowest, then for rain, 
graupel, hail, etc.

Note: it can be a reasonable choice to be prognostic, i.e. keep the time differential, but 
neglect advection. Especially for consistency between coarser- and finer-grid 
implementations. Reduces the need to maintain different codes for different resolution.
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One-moment, Two-moment, spectral (bin), ...

Spectral microphysics that predicts the size distribution (20-500 variables)

Two-moment microphysics usually predicts number and mass densities (8-12 variables)

One-moment schemes predict only mass (3-5 variables)

There are more flavors like three-moment schemes, prognostic properties, and researchers 
are also starting to use Lagrangian particle methods.

Bin vs. bulk microphysics

UCLA-LES level=3 and 
level=5 are a two-
moment schemes 

UCLA-LES level=4 is a 
mix of one- and two-
moment scheme 

Note: cloud droplets are 
single moment in all 
UCLA-LES schemes, 
number is prescribed.
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Sedimentation Issue (part 1)

A major problem of one-moment schemes is the sedimentation:

- No gravitational sorting, only one sedimentation velocity for each category

- Mixing ratio and mean particle size are correlated with a fixed relation. In the early 
development of a convective cell RWC is high, but raindrops are small.

Both lead to problems in the life cycles of individual convective storms

Fig. 3: Reflectivity fields observed (top) and simulated with SB microphysics. Plots share a common scale, aspect
ratio and color table for positive reflectivities. Vertical velocity (10 m s−1 contours) shown on (b). Abscissa labels
relative to plot left edge.

Fig. 4: Relative humidity contours (interval 10%) for
“augmented environment” and standard thermal runs,
after 11 min.

it was the latter by displaying a reflectivity field for

the SB run but calculated using the LFO scheme

assumptions regarding particle distribution parame-

ters. By predicting both L and N , the SB approach

can differentiate between grid volumes having a few

large particles or many small ones for a given mass

content, something the LFO scheme cannot do ow-

ing to its fixed intercept assumption. The combined

mass contents of reflecting particles were roughly

comparable in the two runs, but the fixed intercept

assumption in LFO necessarily led to an overspec-

ification of mean particle diameter, and thus echo

brightness. Mean graupel particle diameters (not

shown) were roughly a sixth as large with SB mi-

crophysics relative to default LFO, and that is what

brought about the more realistic echo brightness.

WMFL’s modifications to the LFO scheme were es-

sentially designed to slow down accretion rates, de-

laying the conversion from non-reflecting particles

(cloud water and ice) to visible radar targets such as

snow and, ultimately, graupel. The present results

show that slowing down accretion rates addressed

the issue only indirectly. Still, there is a strong

qualitative similarity between the SB approach and

WRF/MM5 Users' Workshop - June 2005

Fig. 5: Reflectivity fields for (a) default LFO, and (b)
SB microphysics runs. For (c), SB run reflectivity was re-
computed using LFO size distribution assumptions. Ver-
tical velocity as in Fig. 3b.

WMFL’s tweaked LFO results (not shown). Fig-

ure 6 presents snow and graupel fields at 28 min

produced by the SB and default LFO schemes. In

the former, graupel particles were generally found

to reside in the lower portion of the echo, where in-

deed echo brightness was larger in both observations

and the SB simulation (Fig. 3). The tweaked LFO

scheme yielded qualitatively similar results. The de-

fault LFO scheme (Fig. 6b) produced much more

graupel, spread throughout the cloud, including the

main updraft.

5. Remaining issues and future work

With the present configuration and initialization,

the SB run does not deliver precipitation to the

ground. Even the default LFO run yielded little very

rainfall. It is likely relevant that the portion of the

dryline sampled by the mobile sounding and drop-

sondes proved to be a dramatic gap in the otherwise

Fig. 6: Snow (shaded) and graupel (contoured) mass
contents for the SB and default LFO runs. Graupel con-
tour intervals 0.5 and 1 g kg−1, respectively. Note color
table shift.

extensive linear convection that developed. There

is evidence of more substantial moisture elsewhere.

More importantly, the cell in question traveled a sub-

stantial distance parallel the dryline during develop-

ment, likely benefiting from sustained low-level forc-

ing. We plan to incorporate similar forcing, prob-

ably using a momentum source as in Fovell (2005).

We are also revisiting the other mantle echo case.
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Cross section of radar reflectivity
Obs, SB two-moment, and LFO one-moment.

LFO overestimates fall speeds, and fails to 
produce a weak-echo region.

(Fovell and Seifert, 2005)



Sedimentation Issue (part 2)

One- and two-moment bulk 
schemes have issues 
with sedimentation:

(from Wacker and Seifert (2001), 
see also Milbrandt&Yau (2005), 
Milbrandt and McTaggart-Cowan (2010), etc.)

 

- Introducing a mue-lambda- or mue-D-relation improves the behavior, but does not resolve 
the problem completely.

- The physical explanation is that the gravitational sorting leads to narrower size 
distribution, but in one- or two-moment schemes the width of the distribution is fixed.

- From a mathematical point of view, the elimination of the size variable transforms the 
simple linear PDE into a set of nonlinear PDEs, which leads to artifacts like shock waves 
and nonlinear wave propagation.

( )U. Wacker, A. SeifertrAtmospheric Research 58 2001 19–3934

Fig. 8. Evolution of surface precipitation rate R for the square wave problem. Spectral reference solution
Ž . Ž . Ž ., analytic solution for the one-moment - - - - - and numeric solution mesh size of 25 m for the

Ž . y12 y3two-moment – – – – parameterizations with N s10 cm . Initial conditions as in Figs. 3 and 5.min

in rain rate from zero to its maximum value. The beginning of the decrease of the
precipitation rate after about 750 s is characterized by the passage of the rarefaction
wave. This short precipitation event is characterized by a heavy rain rate, in which the
maximum rate is about 50% higher compared with that in the reference model.
Although large gradients occur frequently at cloud boundaries, the initial profile in

form of a discontinuous square wave might be somewhat unrealistic. Nevertheless, this
square wave problem has been chosen for examination for the sake of clarifying the
effect of quasi-linearity. This study will now be supplemented by a short discussion of
the evolution of the continuous piecewise linear initial profile

L for zGz° 0 a
zyzb~L for z -z-zw xL z ,ts0 s 35Ž .0 b azb¢0 for zFzb

with z s4 km, z s2 km, and L s0.5=10y6 g cmy3. Fig. 9 shows that, as in thea b 0
square wave case, the profile resulting from the spectral model is slightly smoothed by
the effects of gravitational sorting. The one-moment model provides a profile, which is
obviously steepened by the nonlinear effect in the course of time. Breaking in its
mathematical definition starts already at ts0 at the lower boundary z . The profileb
arising from the two-moment parameterization matches the spectral reference solution

pure sedimentation of rain
spectral reference (solid line)
one-moment (short-dashed)
two-moment (long-dashed)



Microphysics and squall lines

One-moment schemes have 
difficulties to produce a trailing 
stratiform region.

- Not enough condensate in the 
stratiform region.

- Too localized and too strong 
evaporation and cold pool.

But having a hail category can 
also be important.

the context of supercell storms (Gilmore et al. 2004b;
VanWeverberg et al. 2010;Morrison andMilbrandt 2011).
These studies found that the simulated storm character-
istics, including surface precipitation and a cold pool,
were sensitive to the specification of either graupel or hail
characteristics. Fewer studies have explored this issue in
the context of squall-line simulations. McCumber et al.
(1991) found that specifying characteristics of graupel
instead of hail resulted in greater realism for a tropical
squall line observed in the western Pacific.
In our simulations, using graupel as the rimed ice spe-

cies results in a considerably wider region of high re-
flectivity associated with the main line of convection
(compared to simulations with hail) (Figs. 6, 7). For sim-
plicity, we define the convective region as reflectivity
.30 dBZ in the area just behind the surface gust front:
thus defined, the convective region is ;(50–80) km wide
forGRPL, but only;30 kmwide forHAIL. Thewidth of
the convective region of the observed squall line was
roughly 30 km (see Figs. 3, 4 of BP10). Peak reflectivities
in the convective region are also higher, and more con-
sistent with the observed case, with HAIL (;55 dBZ)
compared to GRPL (;45 dBZ). Furthermore, the low-
reflectivity transition region is clearly capturedwhen using

hail, but not with graupel. Overall, the 2M-HAIL simu-
lation produces results that are closer to observations (cf.
Figs. 3, 4 of BP10). Another notable difference between
GRPL andHAIL is that vertical cross sections show peak
reflectivities in the convective region well above the sur-
face for GRPL, but near the surface (and more similar to
observations) for HAIL (Fig. 7).
We reiterate that the only differences for specification

of either hail or graupel are the fall speed relation and the
bulk density (see section 2b).We note that in reality these
parameters are generally not independent, though they
are specified independently in nearly all bulk microphys-
ics schemes. Additional sensitivity tests using 2M-HAIL,
but with either the fall speed relation or bulk density
modified to that of graupel, are performed to see which
change has the most impact (see 2M-HAIL-D400 and
2M-HAIL-FG in Table 7). Figure 10 shows line-averaged
cross sections of radar reflectivity for these two simula-
tions at t5 9 h. The simulationwithmodified bulk density
exhibits a reflectivity structure similar to 2M-HAIL (cf.
Figs. 7a, 10a), whereas the test with a modified fall speed
relation is similar to 2M-GRPL (cf. Figs. 7b, 10b). These
results indicate that the fall speed relation has more im-
pact than bulk density in terms of specification of rimed

FIG. 6. Hovmöller diagrams of line-averaged reflectivity (dBZ) at the lowest model level using Dx 5 0.25 km for
(a) 2M-HAIL, (b) 2M-GRPL, (c) 1M-HAIL, and (d) 1M-GRPL.

212 MONTHLY WEATHER REV IEW VOLUME 140

(Bryan and Morrison 2012)



Microphysics and squall lines

A less idealized but European 
example:

-Squall line of 20 July 2007 wit the 
passage of a cold front

-COSMO model at 2.8 km grid 
spacing with operational one-
moment scheme underestimated 
12 h precip accumulation and 
propagation speed.

-Two-moment scheme with high 
aerosol assumption performs better.

(Lack of high precip amounts in radar 
is mostly due to attenuation).

(Baldauf et al. 2011)
deep convection and significantly different precipitation
forecasts.
More extended verification over two summer periods

(not shown here) reveals that the modified PBL scheme
slightly deteriorates the forecasts of large-scale strati-
form (e.g., frontal, precipitation, and, more important, it

introduces a significant warm temperature bias in the lower
troposphere, but the improved forecasts of deep convection
outweigh those disadvantages). Therefore, the experimen-
tal setupwith themodifiedPBLparameterswas introduced
in the operational COSMO-DEon 10 September 2008 and
has proven its usefulness since then.

FIG. 14. Accumulated surface precipitation at 0600–1800 UTC on 20 Jul 2007. (a) German radar composite,
(b) 0000 UTC 1 18-h COSMO-DE forecasts using the one-moment scheme, (c) the two-moment scheme assuming
clean CCN conditions, and (d) the two-moment scheme with polluted CCN conditions.

3902 MONTHLY WEATHER REV IEW VOLUME 139



Microphysics and squall lines

Some 12-h precip scores from 
hindcasts over 3 summer 
seasons comparing one- and 
two-moment microphysics:

-Only marginal improvement.

-High CCN + high IN gives 
best results, which is 
reasonable.

-Unfortunately there are too 
few strong squall lines in 
Europe.

(Seifert et al. 2012, ACP, online supplement)

Seifert et al.: Aerosol-cloud-precipitation effects over Germany 7

a) FBI b) ETS c) FSS

d) ∆ETS e) ∆FSS

Fig. 6. Precipitation scores for 12-h accumulated precipitation with reference to radar observations. The absolute differences given in (d)
and (e) are calculated w.r.t. the operational one-moment scheme (Exp. 7).



Microphysics and squall lines

Some 12-h precip scores from 
hindcasts over 3 summer 
seasons comparing one- and 
two-moment microphysics:

-Only marginal improvement.

-High CCN + high IN gives 
best results, which is 
reasonable.

-Unfortunately there are too 
few strong squall lines in 
Europe.

-Only the diurnal cycle shows 
a nice improvement.

(But first we have to solve the 
spin-down problem with better 
data assimilation, waiting for 
storm-scale EnKF) (Seifert et al. 2012, ACP)
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a) full evaluation domain

b) southern evaluation subdomain

Fig. 7. Time series of hourly rain rate averaged over the (a) the full evaluation domain, and (b) the southern evaluation domain. Shown are

the radar data, the six two-moment microphysics experiments, and the simulation using the operational one-moment scheme (all simulations

initialized at 00 UTC).

fect the simulations and the CCN/IN sensitivities, but since

the ’day 2’ shows similar behavior to ’day 1’ we argue that

those effect are small. The diurnal cycle analysis confirms

the findings from the monthly mean accumulations, i.e. the

effect of the CCN/IN assumptions is small and complex. For

the ’low IN’ experiments with high and low CCN assump-

tions the mean diurnal cycles are very similar (the blue dot-

ted and dashed lines fall onto each other in large parts). The

same applies to the ’very low IN’ experiments (green lines),

although they show a reduction of precipitation compared to

the ’low IN’ experiments. For the ’high IN’ regime there is

a significant difference between low and high CCN assump-

tion with the high CCN case showing a stronger diurnal cy-

cle (red lines). This difference in CCN sensitivity at different

levels of IN concentrations is also revealed by Table 4 for

the monthly mean precipitation accumulation. The high IN

regime shows a stronger sensitivity to CCN (Exps. 3 vs 4)

than the simulations with ’low’ or ’very low’ IN assumptions

(1 vs 2, or 5 vs 6).

The difference in the response to CCN changes at differ-

ent levels of IN concentrations may be explained as follows.

For clouds with high CCN an increase in IN can lead to a

small but significant increase in surface precipitation, mostly

because more condensate becomes available for collection

processes, and, due to the more efficient glaciation with in-

creasing IN (cf. Fig. 4), more latent heat is released which

invigorates the dynamics (see Fig. 8 and next paragraph).

For clouds in a low CCN atmosphere, on the other hand, an

increase in IN can lead to a decrease in surface precipita-

tion (Teller and Levin, 2006). This behavior of the low CCN

clouds can be explained by the fact that some part of the con-

densate rains out early by warm rain processes, leaving less

condensate behind for the mixed-phase precipitation forma-

tion. Thus the mixed-phase region of the low CCN clouds

is more likely to be dominated by microphysical bottlenecks,

i.e. having small ice crystals which form precipitation more

slowly. Adding IN to such a cloud can lead to a reduction

of the precipitation efficiency. The opposite is true in a high

CCN environment where mixed-phase processes are the only

efficient rain formation mechanism. The balance between

those feedbacks may differ from cloud to cloud, but, for ex-

ample, in the evening hours (19-22 h simulation time) all ex-

periments with ’high CCN’ show higher precipitation rates

than their corresponding ’low CCN’ counterparts. A tempo-

ral shift in the diurnal cycle is most significant in case of the

IN sensitivity, with lower IN numbers leading to a delay in

precipitation (this is most pronounced for the southern eval-

uation domain, Fig. 7b).

Further evidence for the invigoration of convective clouds

in a high CCN environment is provided by an analysis of the

convective cloud core depth (Fig. 8). Here the convective

cloud core depth is defined as the height between cloud base

and cloud top (given by a threshold of qc +qi = 10−3
g/kg)

of cloud cores with an maximum updraft velocity wmax > 1
m/s in the column and qc + qi > 0.5 g/kg at the location of

the maximum updraft velocity. This shows that convection

cores do indeed grow deeper in the ’high CCN’ environment

compared to ’low CCN’. The cloud cores also become deeper

when fewer IN are available for the glaciation of the cloud.

So far we have, for clarity and simplicity, only analyzed
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Fig. 7. Time series of hourly rain rate averaged over the (a) the full evaluation domain, and (b) the southern evaluation domain. Shown are
the radar data, the six two-moment microphysics experiments, and the simulation using the operational one-moment scheme (all simulations
initialized at 00:00UTC).

delay in precipitation (this is most pronounced for the south-
ern evaluation domain, Fig. 7b).

Further evidence for the invigoration of convective clouds
in a high CCN environment is provided by an analysis of the
convective cloud core depth (Fig. 8). Here the convective
cloud core depth is defined as the height between cloud base
and cloud top (given by a threshold of qc +qi = 10−3 g kg−1)
of cloud cores with an maximum updraft velocity wmax >

1m s−1 in the column and qc +qi >0.5 g kg−1 at the location
of the maximum updraft velocity. This shows that convec-
tion cores do indeed grow deeper in the “high CCN” environ-
ment compared to “low CCN”. The cloud cores also become
deeper when fewer IN are available for the glaciation of the
cloud.

So far we have, for clarity and simplicity, only analyzed
the (simulated) climatological mean summertime precipita-
tion, either as monthly mean or as mean diurnal cycle. To
extend the analysis to the variability of 12-h accumulated
precipitation Fig. 9 provides a box-whisker plot of the statis-
tics of area-averaged precipitation amounts. This shows, on
one hand, that CCN or IN perturbations can induce a sig-
nificant variability even on the meso-β-scale (as represented
by the evaluation sub-domains), i.e. depending on the me-
teorological situation aerosol variations may lead to an in-
crease or decrease of up to 20% in the 12-h accumulated
surface precipitation. On the other hand, some of the vari-
ability might be caused by relatively small spatial shifts of

Fig. 8. Time series of convective cloud core depth averaged over
the full evaluation domain for the different model experiments.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 709–725, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/709/2012/



Microphysics and hurricanes

Fovell and Su (2007), Fovell et al. (2009,2010) and others have shown that the choice of 
the microphysics scheme can have a considerable impact on the track of a hurricane.

- Idealized simulations 
using WRF show a 
pronounced sensitivity 
to choice of the 
microphysics scheme

- Turning off the 
cloud-radiative feedback
reveals that CRF is the 
link between microphysics
and dynamics

- Amount of ice vs snow
matters for track



Microphysics and hurricanes

A less idealized simulation 
of hurricane Ike with the 
COSMO model at 2.8 km 
grid spacing using the 
SB two-moment scheme.



Microphysics and hurricanes

A less idealized simulation of 
hurricane Ike with the COSMO 
model at 2.8 km grid spacing 
using the SB two-moment 
scheme.

This confirms Rob‘s results:

- Cloud radiative feedback 
matters for track

- Sensitivity in microphysics 
and cloud-radiation coupling

- But not all hurricanes show 
this sensitivity.



Predicted particle properties

Two-moment schemes (and bin schemes as well) do not address a basic problem of 
microphysics schemes: The conversion from one category to another. Especially the 
conversion from ice or snow to graupel is as problematic as it is important.

Morrison and Milbrandt (2015) suggest a scheme that predicts

- number and mass mixing ratios 
of a general ice category

- mass and volume of rime 
within this ice category

precipitation with Z between 25 and 45 dBZ (Fig. 6a).
The total storm width is about 140 km, defined by the
region with Z . 5 dBZ at the surface. There is a large
anvil region with ice mass mixing ratios up to about
1 g kg21, but areas of appreciable qrim and Brim are
limited to the convective core region (Figs. 5c–e). The
value of Fr is near 1 in the convective region (Fig. 6b)
owing to the presence of substantial amounts of cloud
water and rain above the freezing level (Figs. 5a,b) and
hence riming and drop freezing. Below 5km, there is
a narrow core of high rp (.700 kgm23) along the im-
mediate leading edge of the storm (Fig. 6c). Aloft in the
anvil and trailing stratiform region, Fr is small—gener-
ally less than 0.2 and often near 0. This indicates vapor
deposition is the dominant growth mechanism there in
terms of bulk mass, with growth by aggregation also

contributing to an increase in Dm as particles fall from
the anvil. Values of rp are low (,50 kgm23) below
about 6 km in this region, consistent with characteris-
tics of large unrimed or lightly rimed aggregates.
Moving from front to rear at midlevels (4–8 km) be-
tween the convective and trailing stratiform regions,
there is a general decrease inDm, Fr, rp, and Vm that is
consistent with size and density sorting occurring in the
storm-relative front-to-rear wind flow. Overall, the
growth of heavily rimed particles in the convective
cores, the fallout of large rimed particles within the
convective region, the detrainment of smaller ice par-
ticles to the upper anvil, and the growth of these par-
ticles primarily by vapor deposition and aggregation
as they fall through the trailing stratiform region
are consistent with microphysical observations and

FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections for BASE at 2 h of prognostic mixing ratio quantities: (a) qc, (b) qr, (c) qi, (d) qrim,
(e) Brim, and (f) Ni.
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Predicted particle properties

Two-moment schemes (and bin schemes as well) do not address a basic problem of 
microphysics schemes: The conversion from one category to another. Especially the 
conversion from ice or snow to graupel is as problematic as it is important.

Morrison and Milbrandt (2015) suggest a scheme that predicts

- number and mass mixing ratios 
of a general ice category

- mass and volume of rime 
within this ice category

By predicting these 4 quantities they 
can diagnose particle density, rimed
fraction, terminal fall velocity and 
mean-mass diameter.

Predicted ice properties

retrievals of midlatitude squall lines (e.g., Rutledge
and Houze 1987; Houze et al. 1989; Biggerstaff and
Houze 1991, 1993; Braun and Houze 1994). In sum-
mary, by predicting important physical properties with
4 degrees of freedom, the scheme is able to simulate
various types of ice-phase particles in the expected
storm locations using only a single ice category.
It is also important to note that there are no obvious

relationships between Fr and rr and the cloud, dy-
namical, and thermodynamic variables such as tem-
perature, vertical velocity, or hydrometeor mass
mixing ratios prognosed in traditional microphysics
schemes (Fig. 7). For example, while riming in loca-
tions with appreciable liquid water (large qc 1 qr),
primarily in convective updrafts, is a major driver in
evolving the particle properties, transport in and
around updrafts leads to large Fr, rr, and Vm in

locations without any liquid water. Thus, even though
almost all points with appreciable supercooled liquid
(qc 1 qr . 0.5 g kg21) have Fr . 0.7, the converse is not
true; that is, most points with Fr . 0.7 do not contain
significant liquid water (Fig. 7a). These points with
Fr . 0.7 occur near liquid water in the convective re-
gion, with rimed ice transported away from convective
updrafts by air motion and sedimentation. Values of Fr

from about 0.05 to 0.3 are seen in locations that are
quite far (tens of kilometers) from grid points with
liquid water because of horizontal transport of rimed
particles in front-to-rear flow from the convective re-
gion. The transport of particles from convective up-
drafts several tens of kilometers is consistent with
analyses from kinematic retrievals of midlatitude
squall lines [e.g., see Fig. 17 in Biggerstaff and Houze
(1991)]. Large scatter is also seen in the relationships

FIG. 4. Vertical cross sections for BASE at 2 h of (a) Z, (b) Fr, (c) rp, (d) Vm, and (e) Dm.
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‣ Great work!
‣ Fewer variables, more efficient 

that multiple categories
‣ But no co-existing particles 

types, e.g., ice multiplication or 
other bimodal ice distributions.
‣ Mass and volume of rime are 

difficult to measure/validate.



Ice habit prediction

To improve the representation of the changing particle properties schemes have been 
developed to predict the axis ratio of crystals (Chen and Lamb 1994; Hashino and Tripoli 
2007, 2011; Harrington et a. 2013, Sulia et al. 2013, 2014)

- More general than spherical assumption or fixed mass-size-relations.

- Based on lab data, but details are crystal growth are still not fully understood. 

- Could be important, especially for arctic clouds

known. Using a single crystal type (e.g., hexagon or
dendrite) restricts the generality that is desired for a nu-
merical cloud model. Therefore, spheroids are used as
a first-order approximation of primary habit (f), allowing
for the prediction of two axes. Relating changes in mass
to changes in axis lengths requires the spheroidal volume:

V(a, c)5
4

3
pa2c5

4

3
pa3f and m(a, c)5V(a, c)ri ,

(3)

where V is the volume, and ri is the effective particle
density that is less than bulk ice (rbi5 920 kg m23). The
effective density is a parameterization of the secondary
habits (i.e., dendrites and needles) and varies in time
since the density deposited during growth, the depo-
sition density [rdep; see CL94, their Eq. (42)], varies with
temperature. Over short growth times rdep is approxi-
mately constant (CL94) so that

dm

dt
5 rdep

dV

dt
. (4)

SH11 point out that an analogous density is needed for
sublimation [rsub; their Eq. (6)], though here rdep is used
to signify either density. Solving Eq. (1) using an
equivalent volume sphere requires a relation between
changes in r and a. Equating the spheroidal and spher-
ical volumes, then logarithmically differentiating and
using Eq. (2) results in

dr

da
5

21 d

3

r

a
. (5)

Thus, changes in r can be used to find changes in a and
then changes in c [Eq. (2)].
The equations above constitute the core of adaptive

habit evolution using the Fickian-distribution method.
The equations are modified for ventilation effects that
require computation of crystal fall speeds. The method
of SH11 is followed, and the main equations are dis-
cussed in appendix A. In Part II, laboratory data are
used to critique the above equations and prior mass–size
methods. It will be shown that the above method is ro-
bust and relatively accurate, whereas most mass–size
relations produce crystal masses, sizes, and fall speeds
that are generally in error.

3. Bulk adaptive habit parameterization

Prediction of bulk ice habit requires the particle size
distribution-integrated forms of the mass growth equa-
tion [Eqs. (1) and (4)] and the mass distribution hypoth-
esis [Eq. (2)]. In forming these equations, a quantitative
link between the distributions of the a and c axes is
needed. Two-dimensional size spectra have been used
for this purpose (e.g., Chen and Lamb 1999) but are
computationally costly. Here, d is used to relate the
a- and c-axis distributions, so that a single distribution
can be used, making the method numerically efficient.
The development presented here assumes the evolu-
tion of a single habit type, and so mixes of particle
habits (plates and needles) and complex crystal types
(e.g., rosettes and polycrystals) are not considered, but
could be added by allowing for at least two particle
classes and following a method similar to Hashino and

FIG. 2. Graphical illustration of vapor flux enhancement due to nonsphericity in the capacitance model. Each particle has the same
volume, with vapor density contours of the same values surrounding the particle and computed for an oblate spheroid. Spherical particles
have isometric vapor fields, and hence the vapor flux is uniform over the surface. However, as the aspect ratio f varies away from one,
decreasing in this case, the vapor flux increases over the axis of greatest curvature (end of the a axis) and decreases over the other axis
(c axis). This process leads to an overall increase in the diffusive flux toward the particle.
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Prognostic melt water on ice particles

Another development that adds more
information to the categories is to 
predict the meltwater on melting ice 
particles (Szyrmer and Zawadzki 1999, 
Frick et al. 2013)

- Predict snow mixing ratio, rain mixing 
ratio, and in addition meltwater mixing
ratio (or alternatively D*) 

- Improved representation of 
the melting layer (bright band)

- Improved prediction of precipitation 
type at the surface

Not overly expensive, because new variable is quasi-2d, but benefit for snow only marginal 
and needs high vertical resolution (because snow has quite thin melting layers). 

Frick et al. (2013) is a one-moment snow scheme, but we are currently working on the two-
moment graupel and hail version.

melt water 
on snowflakes

ice part of melting snowflakes
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2 Frick et al.: A bulk parameterization of melting snowflakes

the mixing ratio qs are given by

Ls = ρqs =
∞�

0

msf(Ds)dDs (4)

Using an LWF model, the mass ms is decomposed into the
ice part mi and the liquid part mw. Therefore we find

Ls,i =
∞�

D∗

mi(Ds)fm(Ds,�)dDs (5)

Ls,w =
∞�

D∗

mw(Ds)fm(Ds,�)dDs. (6)

Note that mi and mw are in general functions of Ds, i.e.,
snow flakes of different size have different liquid water frac-
tion. Here we assume that snow flakes smaller than D∗ have
already melted completely and are no longer snow flakes,
but rain drops. The size distribution of melting snowflakes
f(Ds,�) becomes a function of the liquid water fraction.

Using Eq. (??) we find the rate equation

∂Ls,w

∂t

����
melt

=
∞�

D∗

dmw

dt

����
melt

fm(Ds,�)dDs

=G(T,e)
∞�

D∗

Cs(Ds,�) fv(Ds,�) fm(Ds,�)dDs. (7)

To evaluate the integral on the r.h.s. we have to esti-
mate/reconstruct the liquid water fraction of individual snow
flakes, and specify D∗. Using a bulk approach we know only
the bulk quantities Ls,i and Ls,w, not the size-resolved � it-
self. Following SZ99 we assume

�(Ds)∼=
�

D∗
Ds

�ξ

(8)

SZ99 show that approximately �∼D1.3
m , i.e. with D3

m∼D2
s

we assume xi= 0.87.
To evaluate Eq. (7) we need to know the size distribution

of melting snowflakes. Again we follow SZ99 and use that
in steady state the number flux at a certain melted diameter
is constant with height due to mass convervation. From that
it follows that

fm(Dw,�) =
vs(Dw)

vm(Dw,�)
fw(Dw) (9)

with fw(Dw)dDw = f(Ds)dDs. In contrast to SZ99 we do
not attempt to match both, the snow distribution above and
the raindrop distribution below the melting layer, because for
size distributions of dry snow which are exponential in geo-
metric diameter rather than melted diameter, such a match-
ing is not exactly possible using the flux conservation alone.
Therefore we decide to match the distribution of melting
snow to the distribution of dry snow only.

2.4 Implementation

3 First results

4 Conclusions
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Summary and Outlook

Recommendations (zero to 3 years):

- Global NWP: One-moment LFO-type prognostic scheme is probably good enough for the 
next years. Coupling with cloud cover scheme and convection might be more important 
than details of microphysics itself.

- Convective-scale NWP: Two-moment schemes are expensive, but should be the better 
choice for high resolution. Difficult to prove with skill scores due to double-penalty and 
predictability.

- Data assimilation: Assimilation of cloudy pixels or convective-scale DA might be a reason 
to introduce more detailed microphysics schemes, like two-moment.

Recommendations (3 - 10 years)

- Prognostic particle properties and habit prediction are much more attractive than adding 
more moments or using bin microphysics. Mostly because prognostic properties can make 
the scheme cheaper instead of more expensive.

- Research community will probably focus on ,prognostic properties‘ and habit prediction in 
combination with Lagrangian particle methods as reference model. 

- Need to develop ideas for stochastic microphysics.


